assages, not fully explored, that
eed into it. It is at this point in the
ave were we began to see running
water. Following the sound of waer down and to the right, you can
walk and scramble in the relatively
orizontal streambed for approximately 200 meters before reaching
he next descent. The sixth descent
a short 2-meter drop into what
might actually be a nice plunge pool
uring the rainy season. This drop
easily rigged from natural feaures in the rock to the left.
Almost immediately following
his in another short drop, number
even, of 3 meters that can be
ownclimbed rather easily, though
would be wise to fix a small piece
f rope for the return trip, as the
ock is fairly slick and smooth in
his section of the cave.
Continuing on through a brief
orizontal section, we passed some
mazingly blood-red speleothems.
ontinuing 30 meters farther, we
ncountered a shaft roughly 10
meters deep, the eighth. A bolt
laced 1 meter above the lip of the
rop at the left can be backed up to
boulder located 3 or 4 meters back
p the passage. At this point I noted
hat my faithful watch read 6:30 P.M.
was difficult to grasp that it had
een nine hours since we had enered the cave.
This rappel spit us out into a
well-rounded slot with a clear pool
f water at the bottom. We drank
om the pool, as our bodies were
t this point rather dehydrated.
Immediately to the right of the
ool there is another 10-meter drop,
he ninth, that led down to more
ounded, canyon-like passage, this
me with a nice sand and pebble
oor. Alex and I checked a small
assage to the left and found that it
ook us closer to the bottom, and a
hort downclimb in a dribbling
waterfall took us the rest of the way.
Mauricio and Tomás lowered the
acks down the more direct 10meter drop. I wasn’t the only one
eeling tired, and this spot, the first
at ground in ten hours, looked
omfortable enough for a snooze.

the tenth descent, into a cool, narrow, winding passage with small,
shallow pools that can be easily
avoided by boulder-hopping a bit.
Following this section is a 7-meter
rappel, the eleventh drop, that can
be rigged to natural anchors. It spit
us out into another short downclimb into an ankle-deep pool. If
you want to avoid getting your feet
cold and wet, there is an easy boulder route along the left-hand side
of the passage, but if you slip there
you will certainly get more than just
your feet wet.
A bit more hopping over pools
and some squeezing through a

followed by a final 20-meter rappel,
the fourteenth drop, which was initially rigged with equalizing anchors to some pointed rocks and
stalagmites on the right side of the
passage. This got us down over a
rather rough and rocky edge to a
point where we could place a bolt
just 2 meters lower.
At this point we could proceed
no farther, because the passages that
went in both directions from the
bottom had large pools of wall-towall water, possibly collected from
a number of active caves in the
area. We did not have wet suits and
did not want to get colder than we
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